
September 1 2008



Last section of roof being shingled



Flashing the chimneys



Both boys at the peak



View from the road



Deer hoof marks  in a brick



Beavers are building a dam



In the Bayfield River at the house



Night shift starts at twilight



View from a bedroom window



Canadian Beavers



Venting the roof area



Not a beaver – it’s the plumber!



Toilet flange and their mess



“J.C.” waits for the girls to come 
home from school



The yard has been cleaned up



Across the road, back at the bush is 
where the old brickyard was located



In the area where the dead tree is 
located in the center of the photo



Simon checks out a century old 
door at our house



Plumber arrives with his stuff



Bradley builds a closet



Upstairs hallway



Northwest corner (upstairs)



Northeast corner (upstairs)



Girls bathroom (straight ahead)



Another closet (upstairs)



Towards the Bayfield River



Ever so much lumber!



Dave is pondering I think



Bradley’s finished the closet



Dave is still pondering (children)



How do you fit heating ducts 
around a spiral staircase?



High water eroding the Beaver dam



Night shift will repair the damage



Flashing the chimneys



Dale Miller the Plumber



Roughing in the plumbing



Sunset at Bayfield



Water is higher, dam is flooded



Soda blaster arrives for cleanup



Cleaning the friezeboard area



Up to the peak on the south side



My boys have left, cloud of dust



Square bricks for the hearth, clean 
the bricks with hoof marks



North end is cleaned



Great afterglow tonight



Ductwork supplies



Roxul insulation



Double sink vanity top for the girls



“ DNS “ Miller  



Ductwork in the old house



Left across the living room



Various supplies to be used



Starting deck framing



Beams are in, joists started



Cast iron floor registers



Laundry plumbing rough-in



Stuff on top of stuff – everywhere!



An Easter Lily has decided to 
bloom on September 12  2008


